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$232,000 Oak Creek Winner Sees Double with Badger 5  
Double Jackpot Days limited time offer kicks off with big winner 

MADISON, Wis. – Badger 5 Double Jackpot Days, February's limited time offer from the Wisconsin Lottery, already has 
one winner seeing double. During the month of February, in addition to the standard Badger 5 drawing, the Lottery will 
also conduct a DOUBLE jackpot drawing. If the Badger 5 jackpot is won and a doubler is drawn, the jackpot is doubled for 
that drawing.  

On the very first drawing in the month, a doubler was drawn so the winning jackpot went from $116,000 to $232,000. The 
Saturday, February 1 winning ticket was purchased at Woodman's (8131 S. Howell Ave) in Oak Creek.  

Badger 5 is still only $1 per play, there's no additional cost during this limited time offer. Learn more about double jackpot 
days: wilottery.com/DoubleJackpotDays  

The odds of winning the Badger 5 jackpot is 1 in 169,911. The odds of a doubler being drawn are 1 in 2. Badger 5 is 
drawn daily after 9 p.m. Tickets must be purchased before 9 p.m. to be included in that day's drawing. Retailers who sell 
winning tickets over $599 receive an incentive of 2% of the winning ticket amount up to $100,000. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ABOUT THE WISCONSIN LOTTERY 

The Wisconsin Lottery enriches communities statewide by giving back 93 percent of its revenue to winners, retailers, and Wisconsin 
homeowners. Of each dollar spent on the Wisconsin Lottery, 57 cents goes back to prizes, 30 cents to property tax credits, seven cents 
to operations and six cents to retailers.  
 
Since 1988, the Wisconsin Lottery has generated: 

• More than $15.3 billion in total revenue 
• Over $8.7 billion in prizes paid  
• More than $4.6 billion in funding for property tax credits to eligible Wisconsin homeowners 

 
For more about the Wisconsin Lottery, visit wilottery.com. Follow the Wisconsin Lottery on Facebook (/wilottery), Instagram 
(@wilottery), Twitter (@wilottery), and YouTube (/wilottery).  

#WINsconsin 
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